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Questions about the redpill sidebar and "must-reads"
January 6, 2016 | 12 upvotes | by AnonymousAndLovinIt

Hi.
So I've been digesting some redpill stuff on and off for a couple of years, but decided to finally eat up the
daunting side-bar of redpill. Don't know why I put it off up till now.
I have a couple of questions, though. Is the order of the books there the best order to read them in? What
are the "must-reads"? And what books that are "essential" that aren't on the sidebar?
I ask about it because I felt I got all I could out of Mr.Nice Guy from the first third of the book, and The
Manipulated Man was too black-and-white. I have limited time, and have other things to read, so I don't
want to wade through books if I'm not getting much out of it.
Any help is appreciated.
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Comments

its-iceman • 7 points • 6 January, 2016 05:23 PM 

You can't rush this shit. I felt similarly about parts of NMMNG, but the rest of it really rung true. If you're too
"busy" to endure a few chapters of a book that aren't 100% revenant to you, you're doing things wrong.

fr0i • 3 points • 6 January, 2016 03:21 PM 

In terms of what books I consider essential I always use this post
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/26a8r8/my_compilation_of_core_redpill_books_read_now/

Good reading order.

Ojisan1 • 2 points • 6 January, 2016 10:26 PM 

I think the reading order kind of depends on what your issues are, so I would say look at the titles and
descriptions and whatever sounds most appealing to you is probably what you need to read - whether it's about
pick up, getting your life in order, finding some spiritual center for yourself, or pure RP theory, or whatever.

But I highly recommend the Book of Pook as a good primer in any case.
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